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About EYC

Elimu Yetu Coalition (EYC) is Kenya’s National
Education Coalition, established in 1999 as the
National platform for Civil Society Organizations
(CSO), Professional groupings, Education and
Research institutions and other non state actors
in Kenya’s education sector to lobby for the
implementation of Education for all (EFA) goals as
articulated in the Jomtien Declaration in 1990 and
the Dakar Framework of Action 2000.
Elimu Yetu Coalition (EYC) is the umbrella body for
all civil society organizations working in education
in Kenya. The coalition is an ardent campaigner for
the right to Education for All (EFA), and it brings
together over 136 member organizations.

Vision

‘A literate, democratic, cohesive and functional
society for sustainable development.’

Mission

Enhancing Teacher Accountability in Kenya’s Schools

‘To promote the realization of the right to quality
basic education and training for all in Kenya’

Campaign Objectives

The objectives of Elimu Yetu Coalition are:
• To enhance EYC policy advocacy and
campaigns on quality basic education and
training for all.
• To advocate for transparency and
accountability in the education sector.
• To build strong and committed EYC network
and partnerships.
• To provide accurate and up to date
information on provision of quality basic
education and training for all.
• To enhance institutional efficiency, visibility
and corporate image.

Our Core Values

In an endeavour to realize its vision and mission,
EYC upholds the following core values:
• Professionalism,
Human
rights,
Inclusiveness,
Integrity,
Innovation,
Teamwork.
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Management Structure
EYC has three important management organs
namely The General Assembly, Board of trustees
and the Executive Committee (EXCOM).
The General Assembly: Is made up of paid up
members and it is the most supreme decision
making organ.
The Board of Trustees: is responsible for the
arbitration and resolution of conflict between the
Coalition and other agencies.
The Executive Committee (EXCOM): Provides
policy and technical leadership and oversees all
campaign efforts of the Coalition. EYC campaign
activities and advocacy work are undertaken at
four different levels namely:
The Secretariat: Runs the day to day
implementation of campaign activities under
the leadership of the National Coordinator.
County Education Networks: These provide a
platform for tracking education campaigns to
the grassroots. They are also critical in enabling
communities to engage in education processes
at county level.
Thematic Groups: These are sub-networks in
which members are organized along the EFA
Goals. These groups are:
• Primary and Secondary Education
• Gender and Girls education
• Early Childhood Care Education
• Youth Skills and Adult Literacy
• Quality and Teacher status
• Basic Education in Urban Slums and Arid lands
• Disability and Special needs Education
Directly through member organizations with
a nationwide coverage and with certain
expertise and experience in a given area.

Membership: EYC is a member of Africa Network
Campaign on Education for All (ANCEFA) and the
Global Campaign for Education (GCE).
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Forward

E

limu Yetu Coalition (EYC) has taken a rights approach in campaigning
for quality basic education for all in Kenya. The coalition was among the
implementing partners of an accountability initiative dubbed Drivers
of Accountability Programme (DAP) in 2013. The programme was funded
by DFID and it aimed to promote integrity and strengthen governance in
Kenya’s education sector, through fast-tracking policy and legislative reforms
and increasing demand for social accountability. The DAP saw students,
teachers, parents, schools boards and communities rally toward tracking
both education service delivery as well as resource management at school
level. Some members of EYC notably the National Tax Payers Association
came up with school report cards; while institutions like Matulani primary
school established school transparency boards. These tools have helped track
teacher presence at school, lessons coverage, human and financial recourse
management, and students’ representation in school committee meetings,
among other areas of accountability in school affairs.

Enhancing Teacher Accountability in Kenya’s Schools

Riding on the fruits of DAP, Elimu Yetu Coalition intensified the accountability
drive to the teaching force, under the Teacher-led Accountability Approaches.
With funding from the Civil Society Education Fund, EYC has carried out
different capacity building initiatives (for teachers); with an aim to support
teachers improve the quality of education through enhanced accountability.
This has been done through various forums and trainings for teachers across
Kenya. Thematic areas covered include: curriculum implementation, teacher
discipline as well as human and financial resources management at school
level. So far Elimu Yetu Coalition has successfully carried out teacher-led
accountability forums in Nairobi, Homabay and Kisumu Counties. We look
forward to more partnerships that would facilitate the coalition toward
furthering this cause to all counties in Kenya.
This booklet compiles experiences from different schools and it is intended to
be used as a guiding tool as it showcases viable teacher-led techniques that
have precipitated improved performance and management of schools across
the country.

Janet Muthoni-Ouko
National Coordinator - Elimu Yetu Coalition
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Introduction

ccountability is the pivot on which
successful implementation of any
idea hinges. The constitution of
Kenya elevates accountability in the course
of service delivery and has such opened
avenues through which citizens can track or
demand accountability from duty bearers.
Public participation in vetting of officers
identified to take up state positions is one
such avenue that now almost compels one
to hold their records right, before seeking a
public office. However sectors like education
still reel behind in matters accountability,
as there seems to be no clearly structured
way through which the public can scrutinize
the actions of school authorities and
education departments. This can be largely
attributed to ignorance or negligence of
public stakeholders in attending to school
and education affairs. Besides, proper tools
to measure, evaluate and reward teacher
accountability are scanty if not absent.
Furthermore, teachers in Kenya have not
embraced performance contracting, yet
their role in education is the most crucial of
all.
What is accountability?
• Accountability is the state of being
accountable, liable, or answerable. In
education, accountability consists in a
policy of holding schools and teachers
accountable for students’ academic
progress by linking such progress with
funding for salaries, maintenance, etc.
(Dictionary.com).
• Accountability   is   the obligation of an
individual or organization to account
for its activities, accept responsibility
for them, and to disclose the results in
a transparent manner. It also includes
the responsibility for money or other
entrusted property. (Businessdictionary.
com).
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Teacher accountability is a complex
aspect whose success is often pegged
on many factors within and without the
teachers’ control. School environment
plus the learners’ background play a lot
in the teaching and learning processes
and outcomes. Nonetheless a teacher is
usually evaluated and asked to account
based on students’ assessment results. It is
important to note that the test results may
not necessarily reflect a teacher’s skill or a
lack of it.   Learners’ ability to concentrate
and achieve their full academic potential
also depends on many factors like cognitive
capacity, daily life environments, as well as
commitment and self motivation toward a
deliberate effort aimed at academic success.
Other entities like school administrators,
school boards, parents and communities,
add to the factor list in teaching and
learning. That notwithstanding, a teacher

... a teacher
remains the lens
through which
the success of
learning can be
screened
remains the lens through which the success
of learning can be screened. If he uses
the right methodology, is disciplined and
consistently gives his time to students, then
the students’ examination results are bound
to reflect such effort, in a significant way.

Teacher-Led Accountability Approaches

Introduction
Richard J. Murnane, a Thompson Professor
of Education and Society at the Harvard
Graduate School of Education, argues
that Teaching is a multifaceted job full of
complexity that needs a multidimensional
measurement. He suggests that teacher
evaluations should include the following:
observations; standardized testing; student
portfolios, peer assessment, contribution
index and community assessment.
In putting together the National Education
Sector Plan, Kenya’s Ministry of Education
Science and Technology has fore-grounded
accountability and governance as one of its
major pillars, in education service delivery.
This effort is being complemented by other
non state actors, especially, the civil society
(focused on education), whose umbrella
body is Elimu Yetu Coalition (EYC).

EYC maintains that teacher accountability is
not only for the head teachers but it involves
all teachers, learners, parents, communities
and the state. Improving education
standards has no one way shortcut to it.
The government should adequately fund
education, teachers should prepare properly
and give their best, parents must support
education and growth of their children,
communities must also join in to complement
the efforts of the aforementioned actors.
Ultimately, all the education stakeholders
must be accountable, toward the realization
of quality education for all.
This booklet shares lessons from forums
and experiences of selected schools,
noting successful accountability efforts.
It also highlights steps taken by Elimu
Yetu Coalition toward enhancing teacher
accountability.

Teacher-Led Accountability Approaches
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Through funding from the Civil Society
Education Fund (CSEF), Elimu Yetu Coalition
has been at the fore front supporting
teachers to track the quality of education
through
improving
accountability.
Acknowledging the crucial role of teachers
in learning and school management, Elimu
Yetu Coalition rolled out county-focused
teacher accountability forums. The forums
aimed at documenting comprehensive
methodologies in supporting teachers
to: improve performance and inculcate
the proposed practices toward improving
teaching standards and academic results;
introduce and embrace performanceoriented teacher management approaches,
with less labour unrest; enhance interface
between teachers and the Teachers Service
Commission, professional organizations
such as Kenya Primary School Heads
Association and Kenya Secondary School
Heads Association; and to encourage
productive interaction between teachers,
the civil society as well as other stakeholders
in the education sector.

The forums were teacher-led and attracted
facilitations from different stakeholders
including EYC, TSC and various officers
from county education departments. So far,
Nairobi, Homabay and Kisumu counties have
benefited. Elimu Yetu Coalition continues
to fundraise in order to reach out other
counties while prioritizing specific underserved education zones.

Accountability in Administration of Primary
Schools: TSC VIEW
A. Preamble

and exit from the teaching service.

Accountability refers to ‘being responsible
for all the actions you undertake’

ii. The TSC must be accountable in the
performance of these functions. The
commission also expects its employees to
observe accountability.

This requires that one has to be competent,
honest, objective, committed, impartial
and consistent in all actions and decisions
made.
Head teachers, being administrators of
schools are required to be accountable
for all the actions and decisions made in
the running of schools on behalf of the
students, parents and all other education
stakeholders.
Chapter six of the Constitution on
‘Leadership and integrity’ provides that
authority assigned to a public / state officer
is a public trust to be exercised in a manner
that:
• Demonstrates respect for the people

Enhancing Teacher Accountability in Kenya’s Schools

• Brings honour and dignity to the
nation and the office
• Promotes public confidence in the
integrity of the office
In observing these guiding principles of
leadership, head teachers must be seen to
serve the people rather than rule them.
Chapter 3, Article 47 of the constitution
gives a person the right to sue if aggrieved
by an administrative action taken against
them.
Head teachers must always, in the course
of performing their functions, observe this
requirement to avoid litigation.

B. TSC Accountability Practices In
Its Functions.
i. Article 237 of the constitution establishes
the Teachers Service Commission and
assigns it the mandate to carry out teacher
management functions. These functions
can be classified as entry to, maintenance
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iii. The ‘Entry’ component ensures that only
qualified and suitable persons enter the
teaching service. This is through registration
and recruitment.
Accountability is
observed in these functions as follows:
• Only suitable and qualified persons
are registered as teachers. All persons
who seek registration are treated
equally. Further, registration is online
to enhance accountability.
• Recruitment is done according to
the TSC policy and adheres to the
recruitment guidelines. To enhance
equity, recruitment is demand driven.
iv. The ‘Maintenance’ component entails
deployment, Remuneration and promotion
is done according to the existing scheme of
service.
• Deployment is done as per the TSC
policy. Teacher transfers are handled
by a committee both at the county
and the TSC headquarters. Selection
of school administrators is also done
in a similar way.
• Remuneration and promotion is done
as per the existing scheme of service.
• Quality is ensured through school
heads, TAC-tutors, DICECE and
EARC officers. The commission is in
the process of appointing quality
assurance officers.
• Discipline process is per policy and
well structured and teachers who feel
disgruntled are given the opportunity
to appeal and be heard. This is in line
with article 47 of the constitution.
v. The ‘Exit’ component depends on the

Teacher-Led Accountability Approaches
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Schools: TSC VIEW
reason for separation. This can be through
natural attrition or dismissal from service.
• Teachers who retire from service acre
issued with retirement notice one
year before retirement to prepare
retirement documents.
• Those who are dismissed from service
or removed from the register are
given a chance to be heard in person.
• The commission has recommended
that teachers form contributory
pension schemes so as to benefit from
enhanced retirement benefits.

C. Functions of Primary School Teachers
Duties and responsibilities of head teachers
include among others:• Supervision of curriculum
• Management
resources

of

school

financial

• Management of school infrastructure
• Supervision of the human resource

Supervision of curriculum;
• Show by example how the teaching
function is done by excelling in his/
her subjects. Head teachers who
perform well in classroom teaching
are usually respected
• Head teachers who consistently
register poor examination outcomes
can be sued under Article 232 of the
Constitution for failing to achieve high
standard of professionalism as well as
under Article 53 which protects the
interest of the child.

Question (1) In which ways can the
supervision of curriculum be improved in
primary school?

Supervision of the human resource
• Head teachers must ensure that both
pupils and teachers adhere to the
school rules and norms of the society
• A school where discipline is observed
often performs well in national
examinations
• For discipline to succeed there must
be a well coordinated and consistent
discipline process supported by the
entire school community
• The head teacher must link the school
to all stakeholders, notably religious
community, development partners,
politicians, business community and
more importantly the surrounding
community.
Question (2) Explain any two ways in
which school discipline can be improved.

Proper management of school finances
• The head teacher is the accounting
officer of the school and must ensure
prudent financial control in the school
• This requires that all head teachers
be proficient in basic book keeping
enabling them keep records of all
financial transactions
• Lack of this knowledge has lead to
many head teachers being interdicted
for having flouted school financial
guidelines

• Procurement procedures must be
• The Commission has proposed that
adhered to so as to avoid personal
Head teachers whose schools register
interests.
Head teachers must
mean scores below 200 marks and
understand the basic procurement
has been consistently dropping
rules.
Note that Procurement
for the last three years be dropped
Teacher-Led Accountability Approaches
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In performing these functions, head
teachers must ensure accountability and
compliance to the constitution.

from headship and be subjected
to a professional course before reappointment.

Accountability in Administration of Primary
Schools: TSC VIEW
Oversight Authority (POA) keenly
monitors your activities
• These functions also require honesty,
transparency and adherence to
provisions of chapter six of the
Constitution on integrity and
leadership.
Question (3) List down sources of financial
impropriety in schools

Management of school infrastructure.

Enhancing Teacher Accountability in Kenya’s Schools

• School infrastructure must be
maintained and improved without
overtaxing parents. Overcharging
parents will result in low enrolment
and increased dropout rate. This
compromises access to education
and retention as well as transition of
learners to the next grade
• Maintenance of school infrastructure
can be done without charging
extra levies. This requires that the
head teacher and the school board
of management reach out to all
stakeholders to develop the school.

• Child labour
• Poverty and hunger
• Disease i.e. effects of HIV/AIDS, jigger
menace, pupils living under special
difficulties e.g. young adults, urban
slums or single parenthood.
Teacher-based factors
• Syllabus coverage
• Lack of commitment
• Local teachers versus non-local
teachers
• Ineffective teachers; i.e. poor
classroom delivery and testing
• Teacher shortage
Learning facilities
• Classrooms / Classroom facilities
• Adequate learning materials
• Adequate and relevant textbooks
Other factors
• Non-performing teachers
• Wasting learning times
• The language policy in lower primary
• Over enrolled classes

Factors Which Determine Learning
Outcomes:Social factors
• Involvement of parents in the learning
process
• Poverty levels
• Negative cultural practices
• Lack of communal support
Administrative factors
• Supervision of curriculum
• Discipline among teachers and pupils
• Motivation for both pupils and
teachers
• Support from stakeholders
Pupil-based factors
• Indiscipline due to truancy, drug
and substance abuse and early
pregnancies
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“It is the supreme
art of the teacher
to awaken joy in
creative expression
and knowledge.”
Albert Einstein

Teacher-Led Accountability Approaches

Accountability in Curriculum Implementation
identified to facilitate the workshop. In its
support for quality education EYC funded
the workshop and is keen to mobilize funds
to reach out to other schools within and
without Nairobi County.
Forum Highlights
Ms. Janet Muthoni Ouko – Vice
Chairperson Education Task Force: Noted
that better results can only be achieved
through concerted efforts and collective
responsibility.
“It is unacceptable to graduate able children
with less than 100 marks after 8 years of
study. We must therefore join hands and
turn around the education situation for the
benefit of the Kenyan child. “
She affirmed EYC’s commitment to quality
education and urged every stakeholder to
invest in the cause.
“We have visited these facilitators in their
own schools and have witnessed their
hardships yet they record great performance.
They are here to share what has worked for
them. Please engage a teachable attitude
and replicate what works for you. We shall
check your performance against your target
and hold you responsible for the results.”

Pace Setting: Mr. Geoffrey Cherongis:
County Director TSC: Accentuated the
importance of education as a catalyst of
success and called on stakeholders to
invest in the sector. The richly experienced
educationist has a record of sustained
quality performance. He pulled Turkana
from the bottom of the ladder (no 31 out
of 41), progressively to the top (Number
19; 11; 4; 2; 1) in a record 5 years. Makueni
- the now shining County is a beneficiary
of Mr. Cherongis’ and his Turkana team’s
modelling. Mr. Cherongis emphasized
strategy as a key component of success.
His current position as TSC County Director
enables him to appreciate Nairobi County’s
education state. Here are key highlights
Teacher-Led Accountability Approaches
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Despite its poise as the lead (city) county
in Kenya, Nairobi County’s education
standards have been wavering over the
years with the county securing a distant
seventh position in the 2013 primary
school national examinations.
Since
the beginning of 2014, the City County
Education Office in partnership with Elimu
Yetu Coalition (EYC) has made laudable
steps toward achieving quality standards
in education. In January, the two partners
successfully organized Nairobi City County
(NCC) Education Stakeholders Forum that
was graced by Nairobi Governor Dr. Evans
Kidero among other state and non-state
agencies. With a sure political will, a needs
assessment was carried out in Nairobi’s 205
public primary schools. This established
staffing, state of school facilities among
other resources. The findings have informed
various actions. EYC has been collaborating
with the NCC education office to effect
the recommendations of the assessment
report and has secured membership in
the education task force. EYC’s National
Coordinator Ms. Janet Ouko is the current
Vice Chairperson of the task force that has
since convinced the government to review
pubic secondary school fees. The able
bodied task force has also overseen many
transformations including policy reforms,
education stakeholders capacity building,
benchmarking initiatives for role modelling
and shared learning, to mention but a few.
The Njiru District Head and Senior Teachers
and School Committee Members Workshop
on Performance and Administration, was
yet another positive venture that could not
have come at a better time. The workshop
had head/senior teachers as its specific
targets because the said are custodians
of the curriculum and standards in their
respective schools. Through the task force’s
mobilization, record-holding performers
and administrators in primary schools were

Accountability in Curriculum Implementation
from his presentation:

urgent cure:

• Strategic plan: develop a longterm plan and proper principles to
achieve your goals. Success does not
respect people or facilities but does
the principles and attitudes that
we employ in pursuit of excellence.
Concentrate intensely on curriculum
implementation, as it is the measure
of success.
• Prepare elaborate schemes of work.
Create common (district) schemes
of work for uniformity. Monitor and
evaluate progress regularly
• Build capacity: of teachers to sharpen
their skills and boost their morale for
work.

Enhancing Teacher Accountability in Kenya’s Schools

Mr. Cherongis lauded education as the social
equalizer between the poor and the rich.
“It is through education that a poor man’s
child becomes a doctor and breaks the cycle
of poverty. Remember your greatness is
not measured by the amount of wealth you
amerce but in the quality investment that
you make in your children and that can only
be education.”
He explained other implicit benefits of
education alluding to a girls’ scholarship
program he pioneered in a region where
girls’ education was not merely a remote
idea but a non-existent one.
“One of the girls who benefitted through
the program went on scaling the heights
of education receiving one accolade after
another. She eventually graduated from
college and had her parent travel by plane
to America for the very first time in their
lives. From that trip, the parents became the
first fierce crusaders of girls’ education in
their community, which now supports girls’
education.”
The seasoned educationist identified the
following as Nairobi’s threats that need an
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i. Fortress Mentality Syndrome: some
teachers present an untouchable
and unchallengeable comfort, which
hampers evaluation and derails
performance.
ii. Money Syndrome: In Nairobi, everything
is about money even when the law
prohibits it: admission is money,
transition – money, transfer – money!
The lust for money is an evil that can
cause many wrangles that destroy our
harmony and dispute our respectful
positions as educationists.
iii. Intrusion: Some staffs invade others’
territories and overlap their roles.
This brings unnecessary confusion
and tension that adversely counters
effectiveness.
iv. Conflicting priorities: Most city parents
juggle between jobs, businesses and
studies leaving their children’s education
progress entirely to teachers. The money
syndrome has also caught up with
parents as they feel they have paid for
children’s school and therefore abdicate
education needs of their own children to
teachers and nannies.
Way Forward
• Shun complacency, open up and
share. Do not resist evaluation as it
essentially informs progress.
• Establish value for money: Identify the
needs why and what you need money
for. Leverage monetary allocation
with your output in order to establish
relevance and the value for money
in your projects. Copy the examples
of minimally resourced yet better
performing schools i.e. in Makueni
County.
• Respect boundaries: understand and
harmonize roles for better results. Do

Teacher-Led Accountability Approaches
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your part and let the rest do theirs for
a common good.
• Get involved in your child’s education
(and life) affairs. Teach and study the
person you are bringing up. You will
be glad you did!
The TSC County Director officially opened
the workshop and committed to helping
Nairobi County regain its lost glory.
Secrets to Good Performance/ Building
Structures : Mr. Kennedy Kyeva:
Described teaching is a modest profession
in which one does not derive success and
satisfaction from monetary remuneration
but in the success of the learners. Shared
Makueni’s awakening and here is an excerpt:

He share some tips below:
a)Plan right! Do timetables in third term for
the following year. Engage a timetable
panel to build up the schedule and
distribution of lessons then analyse it with
senior teachers. This will help confirm
subject allocation and trigger re-allocation
as appropriate, i.e. for a teacher facing an
imminent leave like maternity etc. Share your
ideas for the following term in the last week
of the preceding term. You can do this in a
ceremony to appreciate performance, effort
and encourage both learners and teachers
to look forward to the following term with
great optimism. Use the ceremony to retrieve
all the ended term teaching resources and

b) Notice and nurture talents: Head teachers
need to give performing teachers the
wings to fly: Performing class teacher
for instance, should be brewed for
leadership and ownership. As a leader,
learn to relinquish strengths as you
progress.
Set Targets
1. Reflect: Appreciate where you are.
Evaluate your SWOT for the target period
and adjust them as appropriate.
Strengths – Multiply your strengths and
motivate effort
Weaknesses – Tackle them by checking and
changing what made you miss the target
Opportunities – harness them i.e. share
tips and resources with neighbouring
schools
Threats – identify and counter them before
they occur
2. Retool: Focus on the Curriculum, school
infrastructure and staff development
for better results i.e. Mobilize relevant
resources and organize symposia etc.

3. Benchmark: Understand where you are
and set targets in comparison to better
performing school(s) within your level.
Start gradually but be ambitious. Take
out students and staff to experience
other learning environments in different
(better performing) schools and copy
what works for you. Remember the
road to improvement is always under
construction.
Teacher-Led Accountability Approaches
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… Many regions have tangible natural
resources to speak but Makueni population
only has her children to parade as her key
resource. Through teacher led awareness
campaigns, we realized that our greatest
resource was in the children’s brain and sought
for ways to harness... We net worked, bench
marked, built capacity of teachers, engaged
children and communities in formulating
best practices in school fruitful strategies and
structures…

archive them safely. Start a fresh for every
year to cub complacency. Suggest the latest
supplementary, identify and acquire them
i.e. atlases, mathematical tables, dictionaries
etc. Organize a specific ceremony to present
KCPE results with candidates and teachers
present. This creates ownership and propels
current students to improve. Remember
Success is hinged on proper planning!

Accountability in Curriculum Implementation
4. Inform and involve: Create ownership of
the target by beginning at individual
student level with the help of class
teacher. Move to stream to classroom
then to school levels. Pin the target and
an accompanying slogan and give them
strategic visibility. *Be a visionary leader.
Remember people often resist change.
Stay focused, win the respect of your
team and wisely press on. The results will
gradually pull people to your vision.
c) Embrace Team work: you need your
staff to perform so invest in building a
dependable team. Remember you are
only as strong as your team.
Killers of teamwork include:
• Suspicion: avoid it with the right and
timely information.

Enhancing Teacher Accountability in Kenya’s Schools

• Mistrust: win your staff respect and
trust and be balanced.
• Antagonism: bridge the gaps and
pull together. Find out whom your
enemies are how they became your
enemies then wisely work at winning
them back as your allies.
The following are potential enemies:
• Worthy men who have been degraded
from office i.e. demoted
• Criminals who have been punished
(i.e. interdicted, transferred etc) but
still operate within your region.
• Favourites of previous regimes can
contaminate your reign
• Men aggrieved at being in subordinate
positions: never been class teachers
or HoDs
• Footloose who want to be everything
everywhere!
How to satisfy the appetites of the above
‘characters’:
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•

Understand them and device ways
of bringing them together within the
team using the follow strategies
• Create as many positions/panels
as relevant within your school/staff
population then distribute them
across the board, i.e. Time tabling,
remedial, sports, handwriting panels
• Incorporate the above. Let them fit
in those shoes. Consult them and
give them a chance to address the
school populace as needs be. i.e.
during school assembly. They will feel
important and will also unlearn their
perceived “monetary” incentives for
such positions
• Motivate them: Sacrifice time and
other resources to reach out to them.
Reward the hard workers keeping in
mind the insights of the most trusted
team members on the same.
• Give clear responsibilities and
authority to handle monetary
resources from time to time, but with
caution. i.e. allow the sports panel to
arrange for logistics and account for
the same for team outings. Ignore this
point and suffer suspicion!
• Be knowledgeable: ensure you are
the chief consultant. Read and share
news. Do your research well, update
your staff and build an informed team!
• Be in charge and stay consistent: try
to know the what goes in your school
even when you are away.
• Accommodate the ‘characters’ in your
team: wisely accept that ‘gossip’ and
sieve the truths and threats within it.
However never be the one to start it
off.

• Remember school is the only place a
teacher/learner can find happiness,
Teacher-Led Accountability Approaches
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unlike at home where we are fenced by
numerous challenging circumstances.
Marshalling Stakeholders to Put the Child
First! Mr. Bernard Kyengo:
Mr. Kyengo has a record of accomplishment
of excellence in class, leadership and
gymnastics. He emphasized the role of
senior teachers in developing the right mind
for excellence in the following points:
• Stick to the syllabus: Every subject
teacher must get copies of their
syllabus and carry them to every
lesson then hand it over at the end
of the year when the class transits.
Engage with the syllabus and give
clear direction of study to your
students. Cover it by June of each year
and reserve term three for revision.
Enjoy the tips given knowing that all
exams are derived from the syllabus.

• Observe teachers teach: give
impromptu visits to classes randomly.
This may be repelled at first but will
be appreciated with time. Check
whether teachers mark assignments
and corrections
• Observe students work i.e. have
three compositions done every week.
Let one be marked by the subject
teacher and two others by students in
groups. Oversee this as a head/senior
teacher
• Quality exams: invest in quality exam
papers like and establish a calendar
for exams. Interrogate past KCPE
papers against the syllabus for tips on
exam pull outs

• Evaluate teachers on their targets
and progress according to their
respective subjects/classes. Establish
a culture of ownership and service.
Praise performers and give improvers
a chance. You may need to withdraw
a subject from a particular teacher if
their performance threatens to derail
the school targets. Evaluation may be
done through subject panels.
• Resources: use the ones at hand and
mobilize for the ones you lack. In
Makueni we do funds drive among
teachers and parents at the beginning
of the term.
• Handwriting: Recognize handwriting
as a key component in performance.
Have a wizard teach it in his/her class
and other classes. Good handwriting is
a plus in examinations writing. “I often
arrange with class teachers to allocate
me a lesson to teach handwriting in
class three, for instance.”
• Motivation: Reward excellence and
effort: Appreciate every improvement.
Organize a ceremony to do the same.
You can start small by rewarding
students with basic incentives like
soft drinks and snacks, then graduate
to trophies and certificates as the
funds allow. Do not forget to reward
teachers too.
• Avail time for your staff and parents:
accept “the excuse me” of life, listen
and help as much as you can. You will
build a better team in doing so. *Lead
firmly but with a human touch!

Teacher-Led Accountability Approaches
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• Positive attitude: create a cheerful
mood among staff by your positive
attitude. Chat with and update your
staff before you lock up yourself in
your office.

• Time Management: ensure time
is observed and school schedule
respected. Remember life begins with
a step. Avoid leisure traps of week one
of the term. Teach lesson one, day one
of term one.

Accountability in Curriculum Implementation
• Engage Community members:
This is key in creating awareness of
education among parents/guardians.
Participation builds a sense of belong
and ownership.

Enhancing Teacher Accountability in Kenya’s Schools

The Role of School Management
Committees and Parents in Promoting
Standards: Mr. Francis Muthusi: Began
his presentation by asking, Who is to
blame for poor performance in schools?
He noted that teachers, students, parents
and management committees must take
responsibility for the results that their
schools post. In highlighting the crucial
role of parenting in child’s development,
Mr. Muthusi observed technological rifts
between parents and children, even
terming the ‘techno-addicted’ parents as
alarm parents. His other points include:

‘pain kill’ symptoms with ignorance or
unnecessary punishment. Neglected
children often fall back on peers
who are swayed by experiments
and misleading character. Help
them (adolescents) understand the
inevitable physical and psychological
changes and be a strong and
dependable guide. They are delicate
and succumb easily to peer pressure.

• Market education: create awareness
on the importance of education for
development. Present education as
the life changer it is.  Quality education
yields skills that empower people and
enhance lifestyles; infrastructure;
security and overall development of
a society.

• Set the pace:
initiate positive
discipline and help the child internalize
responsibility and consequences to
the contrary. Keep it relevant to their
age and set higher standards as they
grow. Reward positive behaviour and
condemn negative ones. Consistently
guide them on life goals and positive
problem solving skills. Ensure their
environment feeds them with virtues
rather than vices i.e. protect them
from destructive media content
like ‘wrestling’ and ‘horror’. Regard
children and help them build their
esteem as you model in them a
behaviour that you will not regret
through their years of growth.

• Be informed: information is power
and it shapes one’s leadership skills.
An informed leader builds a strong
foundation and makes relevant
beneficial steps for their followers. As
a parent get and encourage correct
information, as you are the strongest
model in your child’s life.

• Teach and test: Build a constructive
and competitive spirit within your
students. Analyse results, reward,
encourage and improve.
• Commit: commitment spontaneously
yields satisfactory rewards. True
success of the teacher is in the
student’s success.

• Care for the child: parents should
adequately provide for and prepare
children for school. Help them wake
up, feed them well and see them off
to school as often as possible. Help
with assignments; check on the
progress of the child at close intervals.
Evaluate root cause of problems and
guide on lasting solutions. Do not

• Own and honour your school:
appreciate your strengths and
weaknesses. Pursue constructiveness
and promote innovation.
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• Relationships: Build
a
sense
of harmony. Invest effort in
enhancing the rapport between
parents, children, teachers, school
management committee and the

Teacher-Led Accountability Approaches
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larger community. Accept teachers
and protect them from malice. Be
discrete with sensitive matters.
Remember failures spread like wild
fire and may excite ill actions. Let the
moles stay in their holes!
• Legacy: think about your students
beyond their school levels. Are you
proud of their achievements and can
they look back and appreciate your
contributions to their lives? Bring up
your children do not ‘donate’ this role
to teachers or strangers.
• Communicate: Effective communication is clear, open, relevant and timely.
For parents, here are a few tips on
communication and discipline with
your child:
i. Win trust: let your children know their
views and shortfalls and feel safe with
you. Be approachable and talk with
them. They will then share more.

iii. Eye contact: Make and maintain eye
contact. Eyes often mirror emotions.
iv. Query: Ask open-ended questions to
allow room for explanation and self
expression.
v. Responsiveness: show your concerns
through relevant gestures like nodding,
smiling, affirmations etc. Maintain your
role as a guide.
vi. Consistency: sustain relevant information
and gestures to avoid confusion.
vii. Reward positive behaviour: affirm and
reward the child with relevant incentives.
This may be as simple as praising them,
preparing their favourite meals, buy ing
them play kits, etc.
viii. Train and Read: Teach societal norms,
heritage and standards. Encourage

“Education is the hurdle we pass on to
younger generations in order to finish the
relay race of life,” concluded Mr. Muthusi.
Workshop Moderator - Mr. Mutua J.
Maithya - Hospital Hill Primary School
Mr. Mutua rooted for the syllabus as the
pathway to success. He reiterated his
pride in the changing fortunes of Makueni
courtesy of the county’s education progress.
The highlights of his points are:
• Improvise: An experienced teacher
should not wait for resources and
incentives to perform. Exploit your
available resources to the maximum
then appreciate great success as your
key reward.
• Sell the syllabus to yourself first then to
your students.
• Monitor progress: Give your best and
track the students’ performance and
improvement. Track your students
through high school and college
levels. It is fulfilling to see the fruits of
your labour beyond the primary level.
“We used to watch hungry faces feeding on
dogs and Makueni was known as the land of
hunger and thirst. I am glad today that my
former students who walked to school bear
footed now return to the village on wheels. In
the former tracks of frail footprints now are
tire marks of powerful vehicles. This is what
quality education can do,” said Mr. Mutua.
• Encourage Peer Teaching: empower
peer teaching in schools but do not
misuse teacher who offer to help
others.

Teacher-Led Accountability Approaches
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ii. Listen: to the child without disrupting or
monopolizing the conversation.

talent. A well-rounded student is a pride
of the society. Read your child as they
grow. This helps you notice signs of
adherence or deviation from the norm.
Be there for your children!

Accountability in Curriculum Implementation
A summary of lessons on great performance & school administration:
PERFORMANCE
KEY ELEMENTS
LESSONS
Syllabus
Know and embrace the syllabus. Copy and
attach your subject syllabus to your lesson notes
to class. Tick as you cover. Give every students
subject specific syllabus: This guides their study.
Research thoroughly according to the syllabus.
Cover the syllabus by end of term two and set
apart term three for revision.

Enhancing Teacher Accountability in Kenya’s Schools

Planning

Time
management

Attitude

Discipline
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TIP
Keep a keen eye on
the tips provided in
the curriculum to stay
as relevant as possible
and to avoid confusing
your students. Exams
come from the
syllabus!
Do timetables in the third term for the following Everything comes
year’s classes. Lesson notes should be done and down to planning.
completed during holidays. Create a timetable Schedule longer times
panel to compose timetables from subject and for revision i.e. 1 hour
class levels before compiling the block one.
Failing to plan is
Consider the specific class’ needs and allocate
planning to fail.
subjects as appropriate. Know your teachers
and their capacities and share out subjects. Do
not force a teacher to take up a subject they are
not conversant with. Re-assign subjects before
hand, in order to take care of a leaves or trips.
Timetable other events too i.e. sports, visits,
meetings, contests, symposium etc. Pin them
in strategic places. Curriculum planning then
follows automatically.
Engage a work spirit from day one of the school Time is a priceless
term both for teachers and learners. Be punctual resource do not waste
and prepare well for your lessons/duty.
it. Teach lesson one of
term one on day one!
No laxity!
Accept your profession: be at peace with what Be content and stay
you are. Accept your school: stop whining about positive. Attitude
what you do not have and appreciate what you defines attitude and
have. Remember top performers put in extra dictates results
effort to get to where they are.
Respect others and abide by the law. Develop Character is the pillar
and nurture constructive character. Have a that supports talent.
desirable culture within your school community. Lose it lose it all!  Do
Acquire problem solving skills. Be settled at your part well and rest
school and concentrate!
will fall into place
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Monitoring

Senior teachers to check students books,
randomly, every 2 weeks. Check adherence to
the syllabus as well as students progress. Class
teachers must ensure that all subjects are taught
and thoroughly so! Check that students do
corrections and that they are marked.

Assessments

Invest in well-researched quality exam papers. Do A test is as good as its
not randomly pick test papers from the streets. quality.
Give exam results during the class meetings. Give
results promptly i.e. at most one day after the
test. It helps students level themselves and work
harder in subsequent papers of the week.

Benchmarking

Set Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic
and Time-bound targets. Reflect, retool then
benchmark. Compare your strategies and
performance with a better performing school.
Visit, learn from them and customize the lessons
to fit your environment and resources. Network
widely for shared learning.
Recognize and nurture talents of teachers and
learners as much as possible. Create positions
and promote staff this enhances responsibility
and ownership. Reward performance and effort.

Motivation

Resource
mobilization

Bench mark with
performers within your
range but above you
Do your SWOT analysis
and adopt what works
within your context.
Promotion ‘inflates
ego’. A positive effort
is a step toward
success, so recognize
it! Celebrate results.
TIP

Build and maintain a healthy working team. Be A healthy team yields
warm to staff and students: greet them chat with great results. Together
them and be approachable.
Everyone Achieves
More.
Maximize the available resources. Mobilize Learn to ‘do with’ and
funds for school infrastructure i.e. classrooms, to ‘do without’.
sanitation blocks, library etc. Build a book Repairs distract
bank: Buy and borrow. Stock take books and and may eat into
other learning resources. Create a policy for the school learning
replacements. Repair, replace, renovate and do program.
purchases in December. Strategize, budget and
source for funding.

Teacher-Led Accountability Approaches
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KEY ELEMENTS
Team work

ADMINISTRATION
LESSONS

This informs the
student’s progress
especially during
revision. Teach and
assess handwriting
as it is in examination
writing and marking.

Accountability in Curriculum Implementation
Motivation

Servant-hood

Participation

Enhancing Teacher Accountability in Kenya’s Schools

Responsibility

Inject positive energy: you are the CEO so you
set the mood for work in your environment. Do
common lunches and sports for staff. Organize
for staff seminars/trips. Budget and fund raise for
motivation

Food is an entry point:
eating together is
relaxing and can help
you learn your team
in many ways, without
having to formally
interrogate them
Give your best: Do your job like you have never Love your job!
done before and like you will never have another Be a good steward of
chance to do it. Serve because you want to as your resources. You
opposed to have to. Infect people with positive may never know the
energy. Negative energy slows the mood for good of what you have
work, a positive one lifts people’s active spirits.
until you lose it!
Stand out i.e. in your perform and extracurricular
activities like counselling, sports, environment
conservation. Pass it on!
Inform and involve parents, schools committee To do it well for them,
members and students as much as appropriate do it with them
Consistently consult with fellow staff for their
views and contributions toward a project
Be accountable. Praise and Promote successes
You will be judged
Admit and overcome failures. Be wise in handling by the problems you
create and the ones
sensitive matters
you solve

A teacher affects
eternity; he can never
tell where his influence
stops.
Henry Adams
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Teacher Dedication Beats Hardship at Ngutwa
The singing trees present the only laudable
sound one can pick as you enter Ngutwa
primary school, which sits at the foot of
many a dry Makueni hills. The rare sight of
a motor vehicle does not disturb learning.
All the rest seems quiet and settled, even
children learning under trees. The discipline
here puts books first and brains at work! On
site are more foot prints than there are shoe
prints. A typical Ngutwa student is shoe-less,
bald but brainy, so they say. School uniforms
are conspicuous in colour but not quite
so in shape: multiple patches, sometimes
in different hues, often overstretch the
uniforms. As a matter of fact a button
missing on a school shirt may go unnoticed
as oversize uniforms borrowed from former
students, portray wearers as emaciated.

“It is only education that provides an
escape route from this cycle of poverty. We
therefore prepare students for academic
and career excellence and encourage them
to come back and engage in community
development initiatives,” said Mr. Onesmus
Ndambuki, the deputy head teacher, and a
former student of Ngutwa Primary School.

Curriculum implementation

In deed students in standard seven and
eight get copies of the full syllabus to
help them track their studies alongside
their teachers. This helps the students
understand objectives of every topic, from
which questions are often derived. They also
familiarize with the syllabus content and key
tips that become handy in tackling subject
questions both in class and during national
examinations.
“Ngutwa child is able to detect when an
exam question is out of the syllabus and
therefore wastes no time on it,” added Mr.
Ndambuki.
Serious
focus
on
full
curriculum
implementation is not a preserve of upper
primary school classes. Teachers passionately
groom children for success way from the
preschool level through to class eight.

“We have established a culture in which the
At Ngutwa primary school, topic one is
students are helped to like otherwise tough
taught in lesson one that begins on day
subjects like Mathematics and Science,
one of every new school term. Time is such
helping them understand that these subjects
a precious resource they would not want to
are key to their progress and can be handled
waste, one bit!
Teacher-Led Accountability Approaches
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The ground knows no torrents; the river beds
are largely sandy and the valleys rocky. This
part of the world is largely known for two
phenomena: draught and hunger. The arid
lands mean meagre harvest from farm lands
and endless kilometres of trek to surviving
water points. Poverty is therefore the only
opportunity here. It helps Ngutwa embrace
education as the only liberating tool - a
stepping-stone toward a better future. That
is why every Ngutwa child wants to learn,
excel and change their story.

“To know the track you are moving on,
you must have a map, and in teaching the
syllabus is your map and guide. This is not a
preserve of teachers but students also have
a right to access the syllabus to tag along.”

Teacher Dedication Beats Hardship at Ngutwa
with success just like any other. If you look
at our results, Mathematics always comes
clear as an A subject. The children love Math
and science and start scoring right from preschool,” said Mr. Onesmus Ndambuki.
Teachers maximize on punctuality and
quality teaching and clear the syllabus
by the end of second school term, while
reserving third term for revisions.
“We do internal teacher evaluation and
use the results to inform our distribution of
subjects and sometimes topics, so that every
teacher, as much as possible, takes what
they are most comfortable teaching.” Mr.
Peter Muindi, a teacher at Ngutwa.

Enhancing Teacher Accountability in Kenya’s Schools

They also dedicate to remedial lessons at no
cost, terming it their contribution toward an
empowered Ngutwa child. Every class has a
guardian teacher who monitors academic
progress and transition to other classes. The
concerted efforts of teachers, parents and
students have so far made Ngutwa primary
school an academic pace setter in the region.

Discipline
Ngutwa child is always on toes. The legs
run with the brain and this spills over to the
community.
“Discipline
determines
performance.
Ngutwa has the learners’ parents as a key
resource in discipline. It also uses guidance
and counselling tools. The parents are often
more than willing to go to school to help
reinforce discipline when teachers spot
errant behaviour,” observed a parent.
Coincidentally, the school gate opens to
the village market, which can arguably be
described as the quietest market ever. Trade
begins in the evening and this conveniently
gives learners a chance to concentrate on
school work during the day.
“Everyone respects the learning space. Even
drunkards shut up when around the school
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and anyone perceived to be disturbing calm
within this surrounding is reported to the
area chief for discipline. When the students
return home in the evening, everyone gives
way, including us teachers. We have to go in
some sort of hiding until the students pass.
Otherwise the community will take you to
the chief next morning, for having come in
the way of the learners’ safety.”

Meals Matters
Even though Ngutwa is in such an arid
area, they do to benefit from any feeding
programmes of the state or otherwise.
Therefore parents and teachers crack every
nut to ensure learners get at least one meal
every school day. At lunchtime, parents
stream into the compound to drop meals
delicately canned in improvised tins and
cushioned in polythene bags. This saves on
the time that learners would spend trekking
kilometres between home and school for
lunch. Lucky students carry dinner leftover
to school every morning, mostly rice, maize
and bean dishes. The very needy students
sometimes get a share of the staff lunch.
For a thirsty and hungry Ngutwa child, such
meals are a treasure as they energize brains.

Staff Voices
Ms. Rebecca Mutuku: At Ngutwa we grow
the child from the foundation stages
to the exit class, and devotion is the
password to this accomplishment.
Ms. Alice King’oo: It is fulfilling to see
your work reflected in the excellent
performance. A teacher who does not
want to commit to their work only has
two options: deliver or quit!
Mr. Peter Muindi: A teacher must be
devoted. You have to convince both
parents and the community that
education is worth their investment,
through
your
performance.
We
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recommend retiring teachers to be
absorbed as resource persons, given
their experience.

Peter Ezekiel: it is important to discuss in
groups because you get to learn different
things from friends.

Mr. John Mutua Amunda: Life does not
promise us free things, you just have to
work and every teacher here understands
this, because Ngutwa cannot fail. We are
proud to have our former students in
universities and in good jobs.

Mwanga Kioko: I like group discussions
because they enable us to assess our
understanding and raise questions to
our teachers when in difficulty.

Mr. Ndambuki: Accountability is key to
progress and success. Teachers must
give themselves to service in dedication,
professionalism and passion. Do your
part and watch your students excel.

Shadrach Muoki: we concentrate on
books on weekdays then help parents
during the weekends.

Students’ Voices
The land has produced world-class legal
minds in Kenya like Dr. Willy Mutunga (Chief
Justice), Hon Kalonzo Musyoka (former vice
president) and the late Hon. Mutula Kilonzo
(Lawyer and former Minister). No wonder
the young generation eyes law as the career.

Mutiso Katambo: I want to be a lawyer to
fight corruption in the country.
Mutinda Mumo: We owe every bit of our
success to our teachers. They have been
so dedicated.

Jemimah Mutindi: I know I will not walk
barefooted forever as I am working hard
and believe I will get a good job to buy
all the shoes I have ever desired to have.
Ngutwa would wish for more classes to
accommodate more students, water tanks
to quench her perpetual thirst, a sustainable
feeding program to feed her brains,
storage facilities to preserve her heritage,
electricity to light her path for excellence
and sanitation facilities to keep it healthier.
In the meantime, it is on a make-do mode
with a focus on excellence, as if to say that
hardship has been her life, but excellence
remains her heart beat.

Meshach Mulei: Our school is famous for
nothing but its record of excellence. I
challenge students in better-equipped
schools to focus more on performance
than the luxuries of life.
Steven Makau: Any student who comes to
Ngutwa has a chance to make it, because
of the culture of hard work and support
from teachers and parents.
Mercy Mutinda: We cherish group
discussions as they help pull up slow
learners especially in Mathematics. I
would like to be a surgeon, so that I can
save lives.

Teacher-Led Accountability Approaches
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Muthii Mutuko: I would like to be a lawyer,
so that I can protect the rights of children

Mutua Muli: Punctuality helps us plan our
studies and revise widely.

Passion meets Performance at Hospital Hill School

Enhancing Teacher Accountability in Kenya’s Schools

When noting the performance record of
Mr. Jeremiah Mutua, you wonder whether
success follows him or if he pursues success.
What is definite though is that he excels
wherever he goes, whether in rural schools
or in the city. The passionate head teacher
has an enviable blend of tact and talent. He
is a worker and a manager who posts great
results each year, and he pegs accountability
at the core of every stride of service delivery.
Mr. Mutua thrives in solid structures and
draws strength from his committed teaching
and support staff members, his students
and their parents – some of whom form the
Board of Management.
Hospital Hill School is a public primary
school situated in Parklands zone, Westlands
Sub- County, Nairobi County. The school
is home to 1680 students, 47 teachers, 30
support staff and 6 administrators. This is a
huge population to manage but Mr. Mutua
believes that success of the school depends
on the dedication and accountability of each
of the above stakeholders, to their respective
obligations to the school. He shares the
teaching and learning atmosphere at his
school, noting how accountability is a key
element toward achieving success:

Curriculum Implementation

done and the teachers whose students do
not perform well are presaged while those
who give good results are rewarded. This
makes teachers accountable. Teachers are
supposed to complete the syllabus in time
mostly by July (term two). No teacher hands
over a class with unfinished work as far as
syllabus coverage is concerned.
Notes and assignments must be marked.
Teachers must observe class time and
co- curricular time. They account for any
time lost and utilize block – timetable
properly. Proper monitoring of curriculum
implementation has been put in place to
ensure good results. This is our collective
responsibility. The administrators, Head of
Departments and students government
assist us have the curriculum implemented
and teachers accounting for their work.
Warning letters have been served to those
not ready to observe and follow instructions.

Departments that fuel
performance at Hospital Hill:
•

Panels department

•

Class teacher department

•

Co-curricular department

•

Curriculum department

•
Examination department
The work to be covered in the school both
•
First aid department
indoor and outdoor is the role of the teachers
to implement. Having been trained on how
•
Guidance and counselling department
to handle curriculum we begin by subject
•
Life skills department
sharing that is done at the end of the second
•
Remedial department
school term, before going for holiday.
•
Timetable department
Teachers are given subjects of their choice
so that they can perform and account for the
•
Welfare department
results. Class teachers are also picked. The
teachers are put in panels to breakdown
Human Resource Management
the curriculum into teachable sub-units.
•
Human resource is the wheel that
They prepare schemes of work, which they
pushes action. Human resource if
account for. Teachers are supposed to write
not properly run can fail an entire
lesson plan daily following the subject they
institution but it is a blessing when
teach. When exams are done comparison is
Teacher-Led Accountability Approaches
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well managed. Any new person at
Hospital hill is given an orientation on
reporting to make them aware of the
school motto, vision, and mission and
set ethos. Human resource account
for their work: they explain why they
failed in task performance. Performing
officers are motivated and those who
are a letdown are warned and asked to
conform to the institutional aspirations
and goals.
•

Human resource sign three times a day
to ascertain that they were at school,
working.

•

Different officers manage different
small units of offices One senior teacher
supervises lower primary teachers; one
deputy is in charge of middle-upper
teachers while senior-upper level is
also taken care of by a deputy teacher.
Another deputy manages support staff,
as the head teacher remains the overall
in charge.

Finances as a resource enable things
in a school to be done. The success of
an institution lies with sound financial
management and accountability. Hospital
hill school controls both government
allocations and PTA collections. These
monies are to promote learning and school
development. At Hospital Hill all funds are
paid to the school bank account and no
cash payments are allowed. Parents bring
the bank slips to the cash office for official
receipting. All payments are made by
cheque.
Any expenditure at Hospital Hill is sanctioned
by the Board of Management (BoM), which
is subdivided into the following subcommittees:

Finance sub-committee

Each sub-committee tables the needs for
each term. Expenditure depends on the
need, priority, budget and funds availability.
The chairman of each committee is
answerable to the main committee (BoM).
Hospital Hill School practices transparency
and all its books of accounts are audited.

Discipline
Discipline is key to any institutions’
success. At Hospital Hill School discipline
is a responsibility of all stakeholder. We
believe in good relations. Teachers must
be disciplined so that pupils can copy from
them. Our students take discipline as a core
value in their day today endeavours. Good
discipline enhances academic performance
and saves both life and property. Schools
with poor discipline have their infrastructure
ruined e.g. toilets doors, window, books etc.
We have a disciplinary committee headed by
the deputy head teachers. This committee
handles all discipline matters relating to
students, staff or even parents.
The head teacher plays the role of patronage.
Corporal punishment is outlawed at Hospital
Hill primary school; the following options
are explored instead:
•

Guidance and counselling

•

Suspensions

•

Warning letters

•

Replacement of damaged property

•

Manual work

•

Apology letters seeking forgiveness

•

Noting of names in the discipline book,
if one continues to disobey etc.

Hospital Hill School runs a very successful
guidance and counselling department,
which handles cases without necessarily
reaching the head teacher.

•

Academic sub-committee

•

Development sub-committee
Teacher-Led Accountability Approaches
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Financial Accountability

•

Passion meets Performance at Hospital Hill School
Teacher Dedication and Motivation
Teachers are dedicated to their work. Those not self-driven have no place here for they find life
difficult. Teachers report to work at 7.00a.m and leave at 5.30pm daily. Teachers at Hospital Hill
are motived as follows:
•

Monthly remedial or extra time pay

•

Cash rewards and certificates annually in all classes.

•

Annual tours

•

Tea and lunch

•

Recommendation letters for notable achievements

•

Verbal congratulations for any good work done

Conclusion

Enhancing Teacher Accountability in Kenya’s Schools

Hospital Hill School has and will continue to promote teacher-led accountability on all matters
in order keep excelling in all fronts of academic life

A past Kindergarten graduation ceremony and KCPE candidates prayer day at Hospital Hill Primary School

A teacher is a compass that activates
the magnets of curiosity, knowledge and
wisdom in the pupils.
Ever Garrison
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From a Dumpy Threat to a Clean Green School

“I felt challenged to make Wangu better

in order to lure the poor slum child to
school, because I know that only through
education can one find hope for a better
future, especially so in such an underserved
community,” said Ms. Christine Mutua, the
head teacher at Wangu Primary School.
Wangu in Kiswahili translates as ‘mine’, now
the former crime buffer zone stands taller
than itself, becoming such an excellent
learning center that one can be proud of.
In fact, it is one of the most sought after
schools in Njiru Sub-county, Nairobi County.
This is a school that stands out as a great fruit
of a blend of teacher dedication, community
education awareness as well as engagement
with other partnerships that have helped
empower both students and staff.

Academics
Partnerships
between
the
Kenyan
Government and German Corporation have
given Wangu primary school a timely face
lift. The school has a modern perimeter
wall and lockable gates that do not only
demarcate school land, but also cushion
school activities from external disruptions.
The classes, offices and toilets have been
refurbished and learning equipment
restocked.

Teacher-Led Accountability Approaches
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The smoky, smelly heaps of Dandora dump
site once defined the rare boundary of
Wangu primary school. The front side of
the school being open to all: street families
eyeing the garbage for scavenging, gangs
escaping police arrest, students chasing
basic education - all found a route to Wangu
compound at different times. In fact, street
families living off the dump site would at
times halt learning by Four O’clock in the
evening and almost force out the school
community and take over classrooms,
which they would turn into kitchens and
bedrooms. Learners would then have to
begin each school day by cleaning up the
night messes before taking on hard lessons,
which were constantly disrupted by the
dumpy stench and the never ending gun
battles between police and criminal gangs,
which had turned the garbage heaps into
their dens and arsenal. The school buildings
were ruined, the toilets clogged, the fences
broken down, school equipment vandalized
and no teacher would want a posting to
Wangu, given her predicaments. However,
one Ms. Christine Mutua braved it all with
a passion to transform the rotting learning
centre.

From a Dumpy Threat to a Clean Green School
“When I was posted to this school, I found
children sitting on stones and tins improvised
from the garbage site. Now I am proud to
see them sit on modern school chairs and
desks, which has immensely improved their
concentration levels.” Ms. Esther Bosire.
In 2014, Wangu primary school had a
students’ population of 2250, 116 of which
form the pre-school group while 17 are
learners with hearing impairment.
“We have great integration between our
regular students and those from the special
unit. The unit also gives every teacher an
opportunity to learn sign language on
Wednesdays,” said Ms. Mutua.

Enhancing Teacher Accountability in Kenya’s Schools

Team work is a culture within Wangu
teaching staff. Classes are divided into
streams with one teacher taking custody of
each stream.
“We all know that the senior staff cannot be
in every class at all times. I appreciate my staff
for they have been so dedicated in sharing
subjects, teaching and helping students
revise, so much so that I now concentrate
more on general supervision and school
management without class burdens,” noted
Ms. Mutua

deserves a pat on the back for success stories
in teaching interpersonal relationships
and general social skills. The deputy head
teacher Ms. Rebecca Asuma heads the
counselling department and enjoys working
with a dedicated team which is out to fully
transform learners.
“I am proud of our strong guidance
and counselling panel that has helped
rehabilitate former street children who
eventually get integrated into the regular
primary education program. They have
helped save these vulnerable children from
the harsh lifestyles, giving them renewed
hope for a successful life,” said Ms. Asuma.
Wangu has grown in every stride, finding
and maintaining an impressive performance
record among the crowded list of Nairobi
city schools.

Feeding program

“Staff dedication has become a source of
motivation because no teacher wants their
subject or class to lag behind in performance.
We come to school to work and do nothing
else but teach and nurture these young
brains,” said Ms. Rebecca Asuma, the deputy
head teacher.

Wangu primary school enjoys the support of
Feed the Children Organization. The feeding
programme has not only worked to keep
hunger at bay but has also formed some bait
for hungry children who would otherwise
not afford a meal at home during the day.
“Some of our students are so poor that they
eat just a portion of their lunch at school
and carry the rest home to their starving
siblings. Lack really knows no bounds and
we are grateful to our partners who have so
far sustained the feeding program, which
attracts many children to school,” said Ms.
Mutua.

A poor urban child is constantly faced with a
myriad of challenges including hunger, lack
of clean water, limited access to or unsafe
sanitation facilities, insecurity and drugs and
drug abuse. Dandora slum is even worse off
as it is sandwiched between a sewer plant
and Kenya’s worst dumping site which is
home to crime and grime. Therefore the
guidance and counselling team at Wangu

Through partnerships with different entities,
Wangu primary school has established
different agricultural projects that have not
only helped to transform its surrounding
but have also supplemented the school
budget and diet. A green house, a fish pond,
a dairy cattle pen and a school farm – exhibit
the industrious face of the school, which
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Agribusiness
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From a Dumpy Threat to a Clean Green School
would rather now have greens and milk in
a space that was once sinking in filth. “The
students enjoy vegetables from the farms
and at times we prepare salads from the
green house produce, to help balance their
diet. The cows also provide milk which we
sometimes sell to the community. Whenever
we have a fish crop, school becomes the
place to be as most of our students come
from very destitute families,” said Ms. Mutua.
The school appreciates the ministry of
Agriculture and Fisheries; Feed the Children;
School Safe Zone and Church World
Service for making the projects possible.
These projects continue to offer learning
experiences both for the school staff and
learners.

Environment

The agri-business and forestry projects are
led by students under the 4K- Club which is
headed by Ms. Esther Bosire. Such activities
preoccupy learners and cushion them from
harmful activities like crime, drug abuse and
teen pregnancies.

Entrepreneurship

Extra-curricular activities
Wangu primary school participates in cocurricular activities like music, debates and
games, which have helped the students
realize their talents, boost their esteem and
most of all improve their language and self
expression.
“Improved performance and music has
opened the world for us. Our students
were recently invited to represent Nairobi
at a past East African Inter-capital cultural
event that took place in Kampala - Uganda.
The students were flying (out of Kenya) for
the first time and stories of their experience
continue to be told to date,” said Ms. Mutua.
The school administration thrives in a
stable and focused leadership, fostered
by a cooperative school management
committee. Wangu’s transformation has
also drawn strength from the support of
other stakeholders like security and health
facilities in the area. The school community
enjoys first aid from Ms. Sarah Maina.
“We sincerely express our gratitude to the
security apparatus in this area for having
protected the school property, our children,
teachers and parents. We also laud Dandora
41 dispensary for always attending to our
sick promptly and effectively,” noted Ms.
Mutua.

Challenges

Access to quality education in such a poor
As the students engage in various
urban settlement is a daily struggle for most
agribusiness
projects,
the
school
parents and guardians, who have other
management
liaises
with
banking
priorities like food, shelter, and health care
institutions which train students on
needs competing for their meager wages.
Teacher-Led Accountability Approaches
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Towering the class roofs are soft waving pine
trees whose leaves flap freely circulating
fresh air to Wangu’s classrooms and offices.
Tree planting efforts are yet to halt as the
school now boasts of two forest phases
grown by tender students’ hands under the
guidance of Mr. Jared Osebe and his team of
teachers in charge of forestry. “Gases from
the dump site could literally suffocate you
from a distance. That is why we embraced
tree planting to help clean the air, provide
shelter for the students as they revise or play,
as well as to add a beautiful green touch to
the school’s then compromised look,” he
said.

business and savings skills under their
entrepreneurship club. Interested learners
get trained on how to make liquid soap
and basket jikos (an energy saving basket in
which one can heat, warm or keep food hot).
In fact every student is encouraged to open
a bank account and taught simple saving
habits.

From a Dumpy Threat to a Clean Green School
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Some adults take up night duties or hard
manual labour and therefore hardly find
time to help learners revise. Learners are
also vulnerable as they constantly have to
contend with peer influence into drug and
drug abuse, especially during holidays. Most
houses in the slum are small and closely built
to each other, leaving very narrow dark alleys
that ever so often pose the danger of attack
or molestation especially of children. Other
factors such as lighting limitations at home,
loads of home chores and little or no parental
commitment in homework revisions also
derail academic progress. Wangu primary
school administration is alive to these
challenges and help learners with an aim to
help them love school; concentrate on their
studies and record excellence performance.
Teachers volunteer to stay in school longer
in order to ensure students finish their
homework before retiring home.
“Some of the children get to school already
worn out by the events at home or just the
lack of food. So every teacher commits a
few minutes in the first lesson to chat with
the children and bring their minds back to
school. When there is any lunch leftover, we
identify the neediest students and give them
a share to carry home. Such students never
want the school to close, for they feel safer
and better fed at school more than they do
at home,” said Ms. Mutua.

SNE lesson in session at Wangu Primary School
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The teachers also follow successful alumnae
who get to mentor continuing students.
“We have our former girls who were total
orphans yet excelled and now study
medicine and engineering. These and many
other former students have been such an
encouragement to our current students.
I must also salute my staff members who
have gone out of their way to support needy
students through secondary school, either
directly or through solicited help,” added Ms.
Mutua.
Wangu primary school wishes to build
boarding facilities to ensure retention and
transition especially for the most vulnerable
learners. However its annual enrolment
of over 2000 students is a number too
huge to accommodate and adequately
provide for under the limited resources.
That notwithstanding, the staff continue to
give their best, engaging both parents and
learners in the academic development of the
children.
In the former mounds of garbage at Wangu,
now is a levelled ground with sweet melon
sprouting as well as green kales and cow
peace leaves. The young trees are speedily
forming sheltering canopies under which
students enjoy their meals and games.
Wangu can now breathe and rest easy,
having been confirmed a school safe zone
and posting improving results by the years.

Ms. Mutua (in black) and Ms. Bosire admire the fish pond
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EYC Supports Teacher Development in Kisumu County
•

•

Specific, Measurable, Achievable,
Realistic and Time-bound (SMART).
The schools were urged to set
individual performance targets then
draw up SMART objectives based on
the targets set by each school.
Strategies that need to be factored
in include School Management
Committees (SMCs) and parents
meetings,
community
contact,
provincial administration, resource
mobilization and budgeting.

Teacher Accountability
Ms. Margaret Ouno - ZIS Awasi Zone

EYC convened a Teacher-led Accountability
Forum in Awasi zone is within Nyando
Division, Kisumu County. The forum helped
in

identifying

challenges

affecting

learning outcomes in the schools; major
sources

of

financial

mismanagement

in schools and ways of dealing with these
roles

Members

students’ council

also

discussed

plays

in

the

school as well as interventions to curb
teacher absenteeism in schools toward
improving

learning

outcomes.

Strategic Plan Presentation

During the first day, members of the Awasi
Head teachers’ zone presented their
strategic plan. The Awasi Zone strategic
plan highlighted the challenges faced in
the area and an action plan to counter
threats to education development in the
area. Participants then held a plenary
session where the following highlights
were documented with regards to the
strategic plan:
•
The plan needs to consider political,
economic, social factors, technological,
legal and environmental factors.
•
Objectives of the plan need to be

Teacher-Led Accountability Approaches
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loopholes.

Deputy
Director
In charge
of
Teacher Management at the TSC, Mr.
Vitalice Juma facilitated this session. In
his opening remarks, he appreciated
Elimu Yetu Coalition for having prioritized
teacher
accountability.
Mr.
Juma
spearheaded
discussions
around
teacher led approaches in improving
accountability in school administration.
From the presentation, members held
discussions around the following areas:
1. Functions of the Teachers Service
Commission and its mandate in
teacher management.
2. National values and principles of
governance.
3. Values and principles of public service,
which the head teachers should
operate under as expected by the TSC.
4. Leadership and Integrity.
5. Duties and responsibilities of head
teachers
Mr. Juma pointed out that in performing
the functions below, head teachers must
use approaches that are acceptable and
compatible with the school tradition and
should not breach the provisions of
the Constitution of Kenya.
The duties include: Supervision of curriculum
implementation; Financial management;
Promoting Linkages; students safety,
discipline and accountability.

EYC Supports Teacher Development in Kisumu County
’

Enhancing Teacher Accountability in Kenya’s Schools

Emerging issues noted by TSC:

Leave of absence: One of the challenges
cited by the TSC is the rising numbers of
teachers asking for leave of absence during
school term. Besides, some teaches stay in
school
yet
do
not
teach.
Moonlighting: Some teachers seek
temporary jobs during school terms for
example officiating political leadership
elections.
Interdiction: The rising number of teachers
being interdicted has also raised concern
at the commission. Interdiction without
immediate replacement slows syllabus
coverage.
The forum recommended that schools
strengthen guidance and counseling
approaches to benefit teachers too as this
can help resolve indiscipline cases.
a) Challenges Affecting Learning outcomes
in Awasi Zone:
•
Abject poverty
•
Disease: impacts of HIV/AIDS
•
Management gaps in schools
•
Parents’ negligence
•
Political interference etc.
b).Major Factors of Financial
Mismanagement in Schools:
•
Poor planning by school
•
Management/procurement gaps
•
Impunity
•
Personal greed/selfish interest
c). Interventions to Curb the Aforementioned
Challenges
•
Discipline/integrity and relevant
structures to uphold it
•
Consultative financial planning and
decision making
•
Education awareness campaigns
•
Open forums for participation
•
of all stakeholders
•
Networking and knowledge sharing
•
Partnerships with other agencies like
provincial administrators .
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The Fruits of Partnership
Awasi Zone has realized great improvements
with regard to curriculum implementation,
human resource management, financial
accountability at school level, discipline,
teacher dedication and motivation as a
result of the partnership it has had with
Elimu Yetu Coalition. The Zone has made
commendable strides towards efficiency
in curriculum delivery and has organized a
series of meetings with teachers within Awasi
Zone. These have presented opportunities
for teachers to interact and share their
experiences with their colleagues from the
larger Kisumu County and beyond. The
meetings informed regular visits to schools
to aid in monitoring the implementation
progress of some of the useful skills acquired
in the forums.
“We have always organized in-service
training for teachers to enhance their
capacity in managing human resources. This
year’s workshop was partly sponsored by
EYC and we are confident that the wealth of
experience the teachers have gained shall go
a long way to further improve management
of schools,” said Margaret Ouno, the Awasi
Zonal Inspector of Schools.
Elimu Yetu Coalition organized a financial
workshop in Kisumu County, in February
2014 and the proceedings have advanced
transparent management of financial
resources in the schools. So far very minimal
cases of wastage have been reported from
the beneficiary schools. Head teachers have
also gone ahead to motivate fellow staff in
their respective schools.
“EYC has been very instrumental in organizing
Education Days, in which both learners and
teachers are recognized, rewarded and given
an open platform to share work experiences,
with a view to improve both performance
and management at school level...

Teacher-Led Accountability Approaches

EYC Supports Teacher Development in Kisumu County
... We also recognize the efforts of individual
well-wishers like DR. Dienya of the University
of Nairobi. We encourage other professionals
in the education sector to follow suit,” added
Ms. Ouno.

Beneficiaries of Teacher Proficiency
Course (TPC)

Jeremiah Alal – Kanyipola Primary School:
I gained handy skills in curriculum
development and implementation. We
were equipped with very practicable
accountability mechanisms and this has
improved our management of both human
and financial resources. The course literally
woke me up and refreshed my approaches
in curriculum management, within the
changing learning environments. It is also
through the EYC sponsored forums that
we were comprehensively enlightened
about the Basic Education Act 2013. This
was very timely and relevant because we
now exercise much more transparency
and accountability, which has worked to

George Ochuka – Ogwedhi P.A.G Primary
School: The course helped us appreciate
and identify different types of learners
alongside their special needs. We got to
understand SNE integration, an aspect
that was missing during our pre-service
training. We also shared experiences with
teachers from far and wide appreciating
their unique challenges for instance, having
to run mobile schools in volatile areas. This
challenged us to work even harder owing to
relative stability and calm in our respective
environments. We also made friends and
had the over 500 students elect me as their
welfare officer. This is not only a stamp to
my leadership ability but also a plus to my
growing profile. We owe it to EYC, which
took the burden to pay our accommodation
and examination fees. Sincerely sparing
Ksh. 8,000 for such a course could not have
found a vote head in our personal budgets,
given our limiting salaries and the existing
competing priorities.
Ben Nyamwanga – Holo Primary School:
We realized that most of us were not
giving the children a free atmosphere to
express themselves and we were not able
to understand their language, either. The
course helped us to re-learn how to nurture
the now-child and the importance of
improving teacher and learner contact, as
a means to better performance. I have seen
more children approach my staff and I relate
with their unique challenges. We have also
been able to rope in parents and we now
assist learners even beyond the classroom,
for instance in acquiring exam registration
documents from relevant authorities, so that
none is cut out due to late registration.
Many teachers have depended on preservice training spanning decades;

Teacher-Led Accountability Approaches
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George Aoya – Achego Central Primary
School: The training opened my eyes to
the challenges in education management
and offered us strategies to counter the
challenges, which often need a lot of tact
as one deals with human resource and is
expected to deliver in terms of responsibility
and accountability. The management skills
from the course help me engage the school
administration and community toward
drawing the line between private and
government structures of management,
alongside their uniqueness. The knowledge
is refreshing and will no doubt add value
to our performance as a school. I now
confidently push for strict curriculum
implementation at all levels, recognizing that
the harder students work at the foundation
stages, the better their performance will be
at the end of their education course.

kill suspicions and boost honesty in school
management.

EYC Supports Teacher Development in Kisumu County
we appreciate EYC and encourage them to
continue supporting teachers, because we
need continual induction and refreshment
to keep tabs with the evolving learning
environments.

Enhancing Teacher Accountability in Kenya’s Schools

Dickens Openda – Waradho Primary School:
The experience we gathered at the forums
is more than helpful. The training has also
built my capacity and improved my skills
in running an institution. We have become
more focused and visionary in managing
staff and funds, because we have adopted
modern procurement and transparent
procedures. EYC Manuals have helped up
understand the role of the teacher and
expectation of society toward the teacher,
and this helps to boost our productivity
as well as esteem. Even the fact that most
of us climbed one grade higher and were
promoted to head schools is in itself a great
motivation. We have since created a network
of teachers and will be rolling out exchange
visits across the country.
Elly Ondiek – Awasi Primary School: The
interaction was timely. It allowed us to share
experience on our challenges and strengths
and how to work out solutions for the same.
The concept accountability was explained in
a way that we understood that it did not only
concern the head teacher alone, but every
stakeholder in education at every time. When
people talk about accountability all sights
and minds go to funds, yet accountability
stretches beyond funds - to time, content as
well as the manner of content delivery. I also
learnt the proper way to delegate duties and
to fairly distribute opportunities that arise,
i.e. for seminars. Such balanced interactions
and networking has improved attitudes
and improved our work place relations.
We have now embraced a re-energized
attitude aimed at supporting learning. I now
appreciate the new structures like Children’s
government, which when fully functional,
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can help in administration controls,
discipline and development of students’
leadership skills. We all appreciate that
discipline and performance are inseparable.
Peter Otete – Ojienda Primary: During the
TPC training, we got to internalize education
policies i.e. the Basic Education Act and
the new methodologies of management
of education. We appreciate lessons
on financial records management and
transparency in handling both human and
financial resources. We have also learnt to
share workshop opportunity as a means to
motivate and help improve leadership and
management skills of teachers. The course
did not only boost our professional skills but
also improved our relational skills. These have
further enhanced the relationship between
the school and the local community, a
factor that is healthy for ownership and
development of the institution.
Amos Dienya – Kamunda Primary School: The
forums unearthed fresh knowledge and
viable approaches in ensuring accountability.
We also appreciated the clarity we shared
concerning the roles of teachers, parents
and community who now are fully involved
in our school affairs. This has enhanced
transparency and unity among the various
stakeholders. We thank EYC for having
trained us on resource mobilization, skills
that we continue to employ to seek funds
to supplement government funding toward
education and school development. We
have also embraced the tips on establishing
a child friendly class and school. We believe
more children will enroll and further transit
to higher institutions.
Thomas Okeyo – Onera Primary School: The
trainings taught me a new meaning of
professionalism and I am now challenged
more than ever to do my research well,
prepare lessons better and conduct my
duties with more confidence.
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Teacher-Led Accountability Forum In Homabay County

Mr. Vitalice Juma of TSC presents at the forum

Teacher Accountability Forum

The meeting brought together 39
participants (34 Male; 5 Female) comprising
secondary school head teachers, directors
of education, and officers from the ministry

Way Forward

TSC’s Mr. Vitalice Juma promised to look
into promotion of the teachers who had
stagnated in the same job group for over
10 years yet qualifications to merit a scale
up. Elimu Yetu Coalition and TSC remain
committed to following up on the mean
scores pledged by the various schools.
a
Lieta Kabunde, Nyakune, Riwa, Radiro, Lang Oromo, Arujo, Wiamen,
Roba, Yawo, Adongo, Maguti, Chiga, Ruga, Ndiru, Manga, Majiwa,
Magare, Olodo, Marindi, Wiobiero, Kambeke, Ogande Special School,
Nyatago, Otaro, Nyagidha, Ogande Mixed, Kijawa, Gogo Katuma and
Rodi primary schools.

Teacher-Led Accountability Approaches
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On July 4, 2014, Homabay County Education
Network alongside the County Director
of Education Mr. Samuel Barongo and the
County government invited Elimu Yetu
Coalition’s to the its inaugural county
education day. The event brought together
education officers from Homabay county
government, teacher unions, teacher
professional bodies (KEPSHA and KESSHA),
civil society organizations, teachers, parents
and learners. The deputy governor of
Homabay County, Hon. Hamilton Arata as
well as members of his County Assembly
graced the education event. EYC lobbied for
accountability in teacher management and
governance of education in the county. EYC
later conducted a meeting to discuss teacher
accountability with a keen focus on Kabunde
and Asego zones, which presented dismal
results in the 2013 national examinations.
Some of the education challenges
highlighted for intervention by the county
government include:
•
Poor infrastructure in schools
•
Parents’ neglect of their role
•
Row between education office and
school boards
•
Violation of children rights, i.e. Corporal
punishment
•
Child abuse and child labour

of education, Plan International, National
Taxpayers amongst other members of the
civil society. Among the facilitators were the
Deputy Director of Teacher Management
from the Teachers Service Commission
(TSC) Mr. Vitalice Juma and representatives
from Elimu Yetu Coalition (EYC). Mr. Tom
Bello, of Plan International, representing
the Homabay County Education Network
(HOCEN), officially opened the workshop.
Mr. Bello applauded the initiative by EYC
terming it a timely approach, especially for
the County. EYC campaigns officer gave
an overview of the coalition’s advocacy
work, setting the stage for deliberations
on teacher-led accountability approaches.
TSC officer Mr. Vitalice Juma facilitated part
of the forum highlighting the significance
of accountability at school at level.
“Accountability means being responsible
for all the actions one undertakes, which
underscores the importance of competency,
honesty, integrity, objectivity, impartiality
and consistency in all actions and decisions
made,” he said.
Mr. Juma emphasized the need for teachers
to respect chapter 6 of Kenya’s constitution,
which focuses on leadership and integrity
and which also informs the teachers’ code of
conduct and ethics.
In the forum, 29 schools were represented
and they each gave a target mean score
ranging between 250-290 marksa.

‘Hands off our Girls’ Campaign

Enhancing Teacher Accountability in Kenya’s Schools

Background
Elimu Yetu Coalition (EYC) envisages a
literate, democratic, cohesive and functional
society for sustainable development. That
functional society consists in morals and
values, which also constitute character
that dictates relationships within its larger
setting. In respect to this, the coalition
continues to strengthen the capacity of its
County Education Networks, to sensitize
schools and communities on their roles and
rights. A lot of attention is now turning to the
relationship between learners and teachers,
which in some areas has been tarnished
by abuses of different kinds: sexual, verbal,
physical and psychological abuses –
sexual abuse being the most prevalent,
its gory repercussions notwithstanding.
Homabay County Education Network has
been receiving reports from certain schools
in the county, regarding the following:
corporal punishment causing bodily harm;
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verbal abuse and mockery - amounting to
psychological abuse; intimidation and sexual
abuse of learners by teachers, fellow students
and other members of the community. There
are cases in which more than one minor has
been defiled more than once by a particular
adult. Reports also indicate that the victims
face a myriad of challenges especially in
reporting cases. Some fear victimization at
school and at home, so they resort to silence.
Others are intimidated to a level that they
get confused and mix up their testimonies
to the advantage of the accused. Yet others
fear a cut in their support when defiled by
their benefactors. Worse still, some minors’
guardians offer to settle cases out of court,
which often yields no justice to victims, while
exposing other minors to the same culprits.
Sexual abuse also gets treated as a taboo
and murmured in low tones when family
members are involved. These factors have to
a great extent given offenders a field day, as
they prey on unsuspecting minors day in day
out. The more reason Elimu Yetu Coalition
organized a peaceful demonstration to
condemn the vice. The demonstration
marked the launch of a campaign dubbed,
Hands off Our Girls, which rode on the call:
Join Hands to Get Rid of Sex Pests.
The peaceful demonstration sensitized
locals on the protection of children’s rights
and more specifically the vulnerable girl
child. EYC successfully rallied the county
government leaders, law enforcement
agencies, civil society organizations and
about 1,000 local residents of the county.
The event was presided over by the Deputy
Governor Hon. Milton Arata and Women’s
Representative Hon. Gladys Wanga – of
Homabay County.
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‘Hands off our Girls’ Campaign
Testimony: A Victim’s Experience
“I am an orphan and I live with my uncle.
One day as we slept in one of the huts in his
homestead, a man broke into the hut and
raped me before fleeing. He was later tracked
down and gave a statement to the police but
he was not arrested and has since disappeared.
I am in a lot of pain and do not wish that such a
thing happens to anyone, young or old.”

shared in this report.
Hon. Gladys Wanga’s observations and
commitment:
Lamentably, pedophiles are often
people around us, people we know and
who we can trust with the wellbeing
of our children like family members,
neighbors and most regrettably
teachers. These are people the
children trust, people who can call our
children and they go running, only
to be molested in the hands of those
who should be protecting them. We
appreciate teachers for their role in
shaping a society. I the same breath, we
stand to condemn those in the teaching
force, who have turned predators on
learners.

•

It is painful to see a child give birth to a
baby. If a girl of 12 years gets pregnant,
she does not even have the physical let
alone the psychological or economic
ability to mother the baby. Besides
she gets exposed to post-delivery
complications like Fistula. These are
but some of the many unfortunate
circumstances of rape, child marriages
and pregnancies that we must work
hard to eradicate as a society. ‘Child
mothers’ also have to contend with the
double burden of having to take care
of their children while still attending
school. Sincerely this is too heavy a
responsibility for these young brains to
bear, hence the many school dropouts.

•

We must stand up, educate, protect
and guide girls (and boys) through
their life stages so that they can make
wise choices. I ask guardians to reenroll learners who are out of school,
be they mothers or otherwise. Do not
encourage them or force them to marry
because they still have a chance to
study make it in life.

National Coordinator Ms. Janet Muthoni
Ouko’s Remarks :
•

Hands off our Girls campaign presents
a special opportunity for defenders of
children’s rights to affirm their voice
against child molesters and more
specifically sex predators.

•

Girls and boys must be allowed to
grow into adulthood before they can
be engaged in any sexual activity or
marriage. They must be allowed to
develop both cognitively, physically
and economically to have adequate
exposure that would enable them make
such critical choices in life as setting up
families. We must acknowledge that a
child is a child and we must therefore
be responsible enough to support
their wholesome development without
preying on them.

•

•

We are also sending a similar message
to the pastoralist communities in far
flung areas. We don’t want to hear
that people trade girls for cattle, those
children are protected within the laws
of Kenya and no one is above the law.
We shall not allow any culture mess up
the future our children.
EYC appreciates the great partnerships
we have had with various stakeholders:
policy makers, county leaders, security
agencies, CSOs, schools and local
communities. We salute the nun who
committed to adopt and educate the
victim whose testimony has been
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•

‘Hands off our Girls’ Campaign
•

I warn parents and guardians who
shield perpetrators that we shall treat
them as accomplices and arrest them
alongside the culprits.

•

I call upon every member of the
community, especially men, to look at
girls first as human beings who must
be treated with dignity. Consider these
young ones as you would your own
daughters, sisters, mothers, aunts and
friends. I am encouraged by the support
we have had so far and challenge you
to spread the news to other parts of the
county because safety of our children is
our collective responsibility.

Enhancing Teacher Accountability in Kenya’s Schools

•

•

As the Women’s representative, my
core duty is to ensure that women, girls
and youth are empowered. I thank the
governor and his office for their faithful
support in the ongoing mentor-ship
programs. These have given girls the
opportunity to convene during the
holidays and get trained and tested on
various skills. They also help girls keep
their focus in life and remain on track
in matters education and general life
skills. I request the county government
to inject more resources to such
programs.
My sincere appreciation to Elimu
Yetu Coalition and the different civil
society organizations, which have
been working around education and
child protection. Please let us continue
working together.

Hon. Milton Arata’s
Commitment :
•

Statement

and

this matter with both the ministry
of education and Teachers’ Service
Commission (TSC) officials. I am happy
that the civil society has aggressively
joined in this war and we wish to thank
the organizers of this campaign, which
is led by Elimu Yetu Coalition.
•

We are keen to pass a bill that shall
legalize the arrest and punishment of
not only the suspects, but also guardians
who cover up for perpetrators. It is a
shame that some parents clear with
offenders at the expense of abused
children.

•

We intend to establish a bill that shall
allow authorities to act on the forensic
evidence available and not insist on
witnesses, because such cases hardly
have witnesses.

•

We also want the culprits to have
maximum sentence to ensure that they
stay long enough behind bars and leave
our children to pursue their education
peacefully and prepare adequately for
their various career paths.

As a follow up on this campaign, EYC plans
to meet women members of parliament, in
an effort to lobby the National Assembly to
support stiffer and quicker penalties, which
will help curb sexual abuse. The members
of parliament are also targeted to help
further the Hands off our Girls campaign
to the constituency level. EYC is also open
to partnerships that would consolidate
resources to steer this campaign.

As a county government, our stand is
very clear in this matter. Our governor
H.E. Cyprian Awiti has on several
occasions not only publicly condemned
such abuse on the girl child but has also
called for quick prosecution of culprits.
The governor and I have discussed
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Lessons from Northern Kenya

N

Abdi Mahat Ibrahim – Garissa CEN:
Pastoral communities are steadily
embracing education. We refer them to
real examples that show that parents
who took their children to school earlier
have better economic positions than the
ones who did not. The evident results
have created new energy and vigor and
those who missed such opportunities
earlier in life now feel obliged to take
their own children to school. We also
have community-led initiatives in which

parents who are settled in the villages
now ‘adopt’ pastoralists children to
allow them attend school consistently.
Such have become an eye opener that
education can help one settle and
take care on life needs, other than just
concentrating on livestock rearing whose
shifty nature disrupts learning. We focus
on enrolment and retention as a means
to ensure progressive learning and better
performance.
Abdulahi Mathey – Wajir CEN: Draught in
the area really affects learning as much as
floods do. Parents engage children in long
distance trek for water, hence interfering
with school time. It is often a pity to
find children parade along the roads,
squeezing runoff water whenever it rains.
The sunny days melt away concentration
of learners especially those who have
lessons under trees. This compromises
performance.
Most
schools
are
understaffed with underpaid volunteer
teachers, who also face housing crises.
Nomadic lifestyle also pulls learners out
of class to the fields to tend livestock. We
have therefore recommended mobile
schools and shift lessons so that some
students can be taught in the morning
and the rest in the early evening hours.
In the meantime, we have had childto-child education awareness, where
learners identify fellows out of school
and persuade them to enroll or reenroll. We have also persuaded parents
to graze-pool among adults in order to
allow children to be in school. We also
recommend dormitories to help learners
settle better in school especially girl, who
often get overwhelmed by house chores.
We further welcome our elected leaders
to champion enrolment campaigns in
order to attract more children to school.

Ibrahim Wako – Isiolo CEN: There are
some private schools engaging untrained
Teacher-Led Accountability Approaches
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orthern Kenya is expansive, arid
and rugged, often dotted with
wilting vegetation and cracking
ground. An environment too hot, people
hardly stroll around but for the desperate
treks to water point and pasturelands.
Another load on the North’s shoulder
is the swelling numbers of refugees
fleeing Somalia, a country that has not
tasted stability in decades. Yet another
security threat has surfaced following
terror attacks orchestrated by Al Shabaab
militants. Such have claimed lives and
maimed innocent Kenyans, among
them teachers and learners. The recent
Mandera attacks on travelers heading
home for December holidays, led to an
exodus that has since rid the northern
county of professionals (teachers), leaving
behind a labor crisis in the teaching
force. The nomadic life style also exposes
locals to perennial conflicts arising from
scramble for pasture and cattle rustling.
Other negative cultural practices like
female genital mutilation and child
marriages add to the list of the Northern
learner’s complex misfortunes. There are
also claims that political factors play in
teacher deployment and promotion, with
some clans being favored against the rest.
However, EYC networks in the region are
keeping the education campaign alive,
and here are some of their voices:

Lessons from Northern Kenya
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(underpaid) teachers even on part time
basis. Statistics show that such schools
have teachers resign or transfer too often
thus impeding consistency in syllabus
coverage. Besides, such institutions are
hardly regulated, thus challenging quality
checks. We therefore encourage all
parents to take education more seriously
and challenge school administration
to
enhance
communication
and
involvement with parents, to help boost
accountability and performance.
Samson Lekinit – Samburu CEN: It is not
enough to visit the school only when
there is a major activity there. We need
parents own the schools to help monitor
the progress of the children in and out
of school and to recognize teachers as
managers of our schools and adequately
appreciate their efforts. We also charge
the government to establish standard
structures, learning equipment and
materials, to enhance the teaching
and learning environment, as a means
to ensure quality education. It is also
important that the government stabilizes
security for we can never develop an
insecure environment.
Lawrence Lekulo – Marsabit CEN: We are
proud that Loyangalani was the second
most improved primary school in Kenya in
the 2013 KCPE examinations. This has had
a lot to do with teachers’ commitment and
discipline. Teachers are also reaping from
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regular training, sharing and fellowships
on the methodology of how to handle
certain subjects. They also offer free
remedial classes to learners on weekdays.
There is also an element of transparency
where by teachers sign in and out of their
workstations, stating time and reasons
for exit. These are supervised by head
teachers and have greatly improved
teacher presence and contact hours with
students. Loyangalani district education
office for instance, has established school
clinics, which provide a platform for
head teachers and teachers to sit down
with parents and students, on matters
education and learner progress. The
district education office also convenes
head teachers to generate strategies on
how to improve education delivery. It has
encouraged regular monthly meetings
between school administration and
school boards of management. In fact,
it is a policy that head teachers involve
the BoMs in school resource planning
and management as well as general
development of the school. When the
FPE funds get to school, the BoMs must
be engaged and must approve even the
list of books to be ordered for the school.
The aspect that most BoM members are
educated also helps in smooth running
of schools, as they are able to internalize
their roles and make informed decisions.
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‘A literate, democratic, cohesive and functional society
for sustainable development.’
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